Both components of nitrogenase are very sensitive to inactivation by 02 (2) . Several hypotheses have been proposed (2) to explain how nitrogenase is protected from 02 inactivation in such N2-fixing obligate aerobes as Azotobacter. One possible mechanism of protection is via respiration to rapidly reduce 02 to H20 and consequently prevent 02 from reaching nitrogenase. Another protective mechanism has been proposed that involves a conformational change of nitrogenase. In this paper we show that azide and 2,4-dinitrophenol (DNP) are capable of inhibiting the 02-protecting site of nitrogenase in Azotobacter vinelandii.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Organiusms. The wild-type organism on which these studies were performed is A. vinelandii OP (1).
Isolation and description of the mutant strains, UW38 and UW91, have been described (lla (12) was used as the basal medium. When growth on limiting NH4+ was required, 100 ug of N (as ammonium acetate) per ml was added. The incubation temperature was 30 C. Cultures were grown in 200 ml of medium in 1-liter baffle flasks on a rotary shaker. For derepression of the active component in the mutant strains, cells were harvested at 2 or 3 h after exhaustion of NH4+.
Assays. Preparation of extracts, purification of the components, and component assays were described previously (11) .
RESULTS
Azide and DNP sensitivity of the oxygenprotecting site of nitrogenase. It is possible that nitrogenase is protected from 02 inactivation in vivo by the ability of an 02-scavenging system to reduce 02 to H20 and therefore lower the internal 02 concentration (2, 9) . Such a reducing site could be the cytochrome system.
Cytochromes are sensitive to inhibition by N,- (6) , and we therefore thought that N-might cause the nitrogenase components to be oxygen inactivated in vivo. Mutants of A. vinelandii that are unable to reduce N2 to NH,+ were used because N,-will be reduced to NH,+ in the presence of both components of nitrogenase (10) Anerobic synthesis of components. In the experiments with sodium azide and DNP, we noticed that the specific activity of both components increases during the 1-h incubation with He as the gas phase and 0.01 M sodium azide or 0.001 M DNP in solution. This is a surprising result because growth stops immediately upon addition of these compounds, and no oxidative phosphorylation should occur. We would expect ATP synthesis to stop immediately, and therefore protein synthesis should stop. One possibility is that the increase in activity is not caused by protein synthesis, but rather by some type of non-ATP-dependent protein assembly mechanism. If this is the case, then CAM should not inhibit the specific activity increase of the components. In Table 3 we see that CAM (10-3 M) essentially prevents any increase in either component during 1 h of incubation. If no CAM is present, a marked increase in specific activity is noticed. It seems, therefore, that protein synthesis is required for the increase in component specific activity in the presence of azide. Oxidative phosphorylation cannot be the source of energy for protein synthesis because the increase is seen when He replaces air as the gas phase. We can only conclude that substratelevel phosphorylation or ATP synthesis from internal polyphosphate is the ATP source. Knowles and Smith (8) showed that, on anaerobiosis, the ATP level falls to about 25% of the aerobic level and that phosphorylation does not seem to be tightly coupled to 02 uptake.
DISCUSSION
If protection of nitrogenase from 02 occurs merely by reduction of 02, then one might expect that DNP would still allow nitrogenase to be protected. The inhibitors also might interact with other sites. For example, 0.01 M sodium azide is capable of inhibiting hydrogenase in A. vinelandii (14) . Hydrogenase activity in this organism has been reported to be higher in nitrogen-fixing cells than in cells that are repressed for nitrogenase (5) . Consequently, hydrogenase might have a function of 02 scavenging for the purpose of protecting nitrogenase.
If a complement of cytochromes is used for protecting nitrogenase specifically, then one might expect that a different cytochrome pat- 
